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Northeast Power Coordinating Council, Inc. (NPCC)
Antitrust Compliance Guidelines
It is NPCC’s policy and practice to obey the antitrust laws and to avoid all conduct that
unreasonably restrains competition. The antitrust laws make it important that meeting
participants avoid discussion of topics that could result in charges of anti-competitive behavior,
including: restraint of trade and conspiracies to monopolize, unfair or deceptive business acts
or practices, price discrimination, division of markets, allocation of production, imposition of
boycotts, exclusive dealing arrangements, and any other activity that unreasonably restrains
competition.
It is the responsibility of every NPCC participant and employee who may in any way affect
NPCC’s compliance with the antitrust laws to carry out this commitment.
Participants in NPCC activities (including those participating in its committees, task forces
and subgroups) should refrain from discussing the following throughout any meeting or during
any breaks (including NPCC meetings, conference calls and informal discussions):
• Industry-related topics considered sensitive or market intelligence in nature that are
outside of their committee’s scope or assignment, or the published agenda for
the meeting;
• Their company’s prices for products or services, or prices charged by their competitors;
• Costs, discounts, terms of sale, profit margins or anything else that might affect prices;
• The resale prices their customers should charge for products they sell them;
• Allocating markets, customers, territories or products with their competitors;
• Limiting production;
• Whether or not to deal with any company; and
• Any competitively sensitive information concerning their company or a competitor.
Any decisions or actions by NPCC as a result of such meetings will only be taken in the
interest of promoting and maintaining the reliability and adequacy of the bulk power system.
Any NPCC meeting participant or employee who is uncertain about the legal ramifications of
a particular course of conduct or who has doubts or concerns about whether NPCC’s antitrust
compliance policy is implicated in any situation should call NPCC’s Secretary, Ruta Skucas at
202-530-6428.

HYDRO-QUÉBEC

Utility Case Study: Hydro-Quebec
TransEnergie Substations and Power
System
Digitalization Project

SYLVAIN CLERMONT
Director, Operational Technologies Convergence
Hydro-Québec TransÉnergie
NPCC General Meeting | December 4, 2019

HYDRO-QUÉBEC TRANSÉNERGIE

Background

Industry Challenges
The grid
is evolving
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Hydro-Québec

Assets and networks
are aging

Technology
is evolving

Major Trends: the 3 Ds
DECARBONIZATION

– Declining renewable costs
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Hydro-Québec

DECENTRALIZATION

– Utility customers are
becoming prosumers
– Electric vehicles
– Microgrids

DIGITALIZATION
– Smart grids
– AI and AR

Utility of the future
THE UTILITY OF THE FUTURE WILL FACE:
The 3Ds

Complexity

Electrification

Dynamic grid conditions

Uncertainty
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Hydro-Québec

HQT’s Challenges in Protection, Automation and Control
(PAC)
POWER SYSTEM AUTOMATION
– Developed and commissioned in the
1990s and 2000s
– Service life attained
– Systems essentials to system stability

SUBSTATION PROTECTION
AUTOMATION AND CONTROL
– Systems approaching end of service life
– Result of many years of evolution
– Components introduced over time,
often in piecemeal fashion
– Consisting of a multitude of
technologies and tools (home and
professional)
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Hydro-Québec

Change is required
Long-term operability of grid control and automated control assets
Digital transformation
Operational
intelligence

Virtualization

Evolving technology

Big data

Converging technology

Two major programs contribute to transforming operations
Modernization of
grid control systems
7

Hydro-Québec

Systems convergence and
automated control system evolution

HYDRO-QUÉBEC TRANSÉNERGIE

Systems convergence and automated
control system evolution
CREA

Industry benchmarking
INDUSTRY TRENDS

LESSONS LEARNED

– Convergence of technologies

– Modification of operational practices
is necessary

– Reduced dependence on suppliers
– Flexibility in the face of the energy
transition
– Improved commissioning costs and
timeframes
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Hydro-Québec

– Training related to new technical
skills is key
– A laboratory to appropriate
technology is crucial
– Cybersecurity is important

CREA program scope
Modernize power system automation
Replace our power system automation with a next-generation technology platform

Signals
acquisition

System
protection

Local control in the
substation

Real-time
detection and
decision

Reaction to events

Signals measurement
and acquisition

Modernize substation protection automation and control
Replace our subsystem protection automation and control through a complete technological shift
Integrate an asset management tool
Hydro-Québec
Optimize
all tools and procedures to maximize system and organizational performance

Systems convergence and automated control system
evolution project goals
– Replace substation and system automation technology approaching the end of its
service life with digital, scalable and converged technology (IT/OT/TC/security) based
on the 61850 standard
– Cut project costs and shorten project completion times
– Ensure automation evolves to meet the needs of the energy transition
– Manage assets remotely and reduce field interventions
– Reduce the number of different technologies
– Review procedures
– Make reliability standards compliance easier
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Hydro-Québec

HYDRO-QUÉBEC TRANSÉNERGIE

Vision

Vision
THE CREA PROGRAM ENABLES BOTH ASSET SUSTAINABILITY BY INTRODUCING A
NEW TECHNOLOGICAL PLATFORM AND SEIZING THE OPPORTUNITIES THAT NEW
TECHNOLOGY OFFERS.
The CREA vision will be implemented in three (3) phases:
1. The introduction of a new technological platform enabling, in particular, the
remote control of assets;
2. The move towards dynamic asset management;
3. The move towards autonomous, adaptive, predictable and flexible operations.
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HYDRO-QUÉBEC TRANSÉNERGIE

Power system automation

Major automation
POWER SYSTEM AUTOMATION
MAKES THE POWER SYSTEM
STABLE:
– Québec Interconnection
– 20 power system automation systems
with variable criticality levels

THE MAIN AUTOMATION
SYSTEMS:
– Generation rejection and remote load
shedding
– Automatic switching of shunt reactors
– Under frequency load shedding
– Under voltage load shedding
– Etc.
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Hydro-Québec

Modernizing power system
automation
Long-term operability challenges
– Obsolete technologies of the 1990s
– Manufacturer material support

Limited evolution

– Current technology limitations (simulation/operational
validation)
– For additional needs or corrections needed to address limitations

Opportunity offered by a new architecture

– Integration with the company’s technological vision based on the
IEC 61850 standard
– Compatibility with the evolution of the IP/MPLS
telecommunications network
– Savings in the integration of future automation systems or new
features
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HYDRO-QUÉBEC TRANSÉNERGIE

Substation protection automation and
control

Background
THE HQT POWER NETWORK IS VAST
NB

CHARACTERISTICS

~ 320

Minimum technological
and PAC diversity

315, 230 and 161 kV

~ 175

Greater technological
and PAC diversity

735 kV

~ 40

Technological, PAC and
commissioning complexity

<= 120 kV
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Hydro-Québec

A vision for several years to come
2018

2020

2 control
substations
POWER SYSTEM
AUTOMATION

2035+

Distribution substation

Rollout

1 control
substation

Source substation

Other controls

Rollout

Major distribution substations, 735kV, etc.

Rollout
INTEGRATED
ASSET
CONTROL
19

Hydro-Québec

Baseline architecture
Data modeling
Tools and procedures
for control substations

Convergence of tools and procedures

Substation protection automation control
Typical architecture (satellite substations)
Power system telecontrol
Power system control

Local substation control

REMOTE CONTROL OF ASSETS

TC NETWORK

Control centre tools and systems
HQT
TC
IT
Security

Cybersecurity
LOCAL SYSTEM

Embedded
functions: protection
and control

Foundational to
the digital shift in
the industry

CONTROL BUILDING
Conventional
copper wiring

JUNCTION BOX
SUBSTATION
YARD
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Hydro-Québec

FIBRE OPTICS

Digital protection and control devices
Reduced amount of devices by embedding
functions
Communication protocol IEC 61850
standard, independent technology

Target digitalization level
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Hydro-Québec

HYDRO-QUÉBEC TRANSÉNERGIE

Technological asset operation

Network operation center
KEY TO THE VISION
Unified network operation centre responsible for
monitoring and maintenance
of all technological assets 24/7

MISSION:

Ensure data flows from assets (source) to
destination (SCADA/EMS and data lake) with
required service level
Based on ITIL
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Hydro-Québec

Technological asset operation
Network Operation Centre (CET)

Analytics basics
(STAR)

Telecommunications

Electrical Control Center (MSCR)
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Hydro-Québec

HYDRO-QUÉBEC TRANSÉNERGIE

Lessons Learned

Convergence is not easy

IT

Security
Converged
project team

TC
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Hydro-Québec

Substation
Eng.

Lessons learned
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1

Change management is key

2

Training for field technicians and technical support must be more than just classes

3

Maximize use of replicas for testing and familiarizing personnel

4

Maximize off-site testing before system delivery

5

Perform a careful and detailed review of all engineering, supervision and field work to optimize

Hydro-Québec

HYDRO-QUÉBEC TRANSÉNERGIE

Conclusion

Conclusion
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1

Pilot projects to understand and develop specifications proved to be a great decision

2

Learn lessons

3

Use data modeling and architecture

4

Stabilize specification and design based on experience

5

Diligently capture detailed costs to optimize

6

Expect some alignment before attaining real convergence
Hydro-Québec

Power Trends 2019
Reliability and a Greener Grid

New York Independent System Operator
Market Metrics, State of the Grid, Public Policy & the Grid,
Making Policy Work, and Grid in Transition

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

The Mission of the New York Independent System Operator,
in collaboration with its stakeholders, is to serve the public interest
and provide benefit to consumers by:
•

Maintaining and enhancing regional reliability

•

Operating open, fair and competitive
wholesale electricity markets

•

Planning the power system for the future

•

Providing factual information to policymakers,
stakeholders and investors in the power system

www.nyiso.com

©COPYRIGHT
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Power Trends 2019: Reliability and a Greener Grid

provides information and analysis on current and emerging
trends that are working to transform the power grid and
wholesale electricity markets.
Key Challenges:
•

•

•

©

COPYRIGHT NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Aggressive public policy goals focused on shifting patterns of
demand for electricity serve to influence how investors,
policymakers, and consumers view electricity production,
transmission, and consumption
Complicating achievement of these goals is the fact that these
changes must be pursued in the context of a bulk power system
that operates to the strictest reliability rules in the nation
Underlying all NYISO processes has been the belief that open,
competitive markets for wholesale electricity result in the most
efficient allocation of resources and serve New Yorkers best by
minimizing the costs and investment risk
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Power Trends 2019: Reliability and a Greener Grid
Key Trends:

• New technologies, such as storage and solar, are
beginning to enter the wholesale markets. Distributed
Energy Resources (DERs) are changing how energy is
produced and consumed. New wind projects, including offshore projects, are being proposed
• Public policies aimed at reducing emissions and
expanding the use of renewable power resources
• Infrastructure expansion and market enhancement are
necessary to support achievement of public policy goals
efficiently and reliably
• Economic influences led by low natural gas prices and
changing consumption forecasts
• Bolstering grid resilience through effective operations,
market design features, and planning

©

COPYRIGHT NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Power Trends 2019: Reliability and a Greener Grid
Key Opportunities:
•

•

•

©

COPYRIGHT NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Carbon Pricing: The NYISO is developing a proposal to incorporate the
societal costs associated with CO2 emissions into its energy markets to better
reflect the state’s policy of reducing emissions. The proposal creates stronger
incentives for efficiency improvements to existing resources, developing zeroemitting resources like wind and solar, and helping NYS more efficiently attain
its clean energy goals
Markets Enhancements: The NYISO plans further enhancements to its
markets to establish stronger price signals for resources, such as energy
storage and DERs, and is evaluating its planning processes to identify
opportunities to more flexibly respond to the increased volume of proposals
from smaller resources seeking to interconnect
Fuel Security: The NYISO is performing a study in 2019 to examine fuel and
energy security for the New York State bulk power system. Depending on the
results, the NYISO will develop recommendations for potential operational,
capacity market, and/or energy market mechanisms to enhance grid resilience

5

Grid in Transition
© COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Aging Infrastructure - Transmission
Age of New York
Transmission
Facilities by
percentage of
Circuit Mile

Over 80%

of New York’s
high-voltage
transmission
lines went
into service
before 1980

©COPYRIGHT
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Public Policy Planning
Examining
transmission
investment needs
driven by public policy
requirements:
• Needs are
identified by the
NYS Public Service
Commission
• Solutions are
solicited by the
NYISO

©COPYRIGHT
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Windpower in New York
Wind Generation in New York –
Energy Produced: 2003-2018

Wind Generation in New York Nameplate Capacity: 2003-2019

Wind-powered generating capacity in NY grew
from 48 MW in 2003 to 1,985 MW in 2019
©COPYRIGHT

Electricity generated by wind power increased
from 103 GWh in 2003 to 3,985 GWh in 2018

NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Renewable Generation Pockets
• In 2018, as part of the FERC Order
1000 Public Policy Planning Process,
the NYISO conducted a transmission
system study that identified
constraints in four regions based
on expected development of
renewables in response to the
Clean Energy Standard
• These constraints would limit the
ability to deliver renewable energy
from those regions
• Additional transmission will
be needed to allow additional
renewable energy to reach
consumers from these
constrained regions

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Cybersecurity




Mandatory federal reliability standards for owners and operators
of the bulk electric system include Critical Infrastructure
Protection (CIP) standards
Developed by NERC and approved by FERC, these standards
cover a wide range of risk areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•



Identification and classification of cyber assets
Personnel training, event monitoring and communication
Incident response
Protection and isolation of network architecture
Access and change control
System recovery

The NYISO implements
the cyber and physical
security standards as
part of a layered,
"defense-in-depth”
posture that seeks to
defend its critical
infrastructure assets
from incursions.

The NYISO engages with local, state and federal authorities to
address risks
•

Routinely conduct exercises such as GridEx
©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Public Policy &
The Grid
© COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Public Policy Influence on Resource Mix


Public policy initiatives are taking an increasingly
prominent role in re-shaping the grid.
•

•

•



Proposed solar capacity in the NYISO’s
interconnection queue has grown to more than
4,000 MW
Proposed storage capacity in the
interconnection queue grew to nearly 2,000
MW
Proposed offshore wind has grown to nearly
13,000 MW

The NYISO expects regulatory policy initiatives to
accelerate the shift in supply resource on the grid,
transitioning from higher-emitting resources to
lower-emitting resources
©COPYRIGHT
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Cleaner Generation
Emissions Rates from Electric Generation in New York: 2000-2018

From 2000
through 2018,
emission
rates of:
•
•
•

Sulfur dioxide
(SO2) dropped 98%
Nitrogen oxides
(NOX) dropped 89%
Carbon dioxide (CO2)
dropped 51%

©COPYRIGHT
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CO2 Emissions by Sector
NYS Energy-Related
CO2 Emissions by
Sector

Almost half

the CO2
emissions
come from the
Transportation
sector

Source: US EIA
©COPYRIGHT
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Proposed Generation
Proposed Generation by Region:
NYISO interconnection queue as of March 1, 2019

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Public Policy Initiatives Timeline
The NYISO works with
policymakers to assess
policies and identify potential
impacts on reliability
• Federal, state, and
local public policies
cumulatively may
require considerable
investment to
refurbish, replace, or
repower NY’s existing
power plants

©COPYRIGHT
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Making
Policy Work
© COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Wind Energy Curtailment
Monthly Wind Energy Curtailment

•

•

Curtailed GWh –
Difference
between realtime wind
forecast and
economic wind
output limit
% NYCA
Curtailed –
Ratio of curtailed
energy to total
production

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Wind, Solar &
Storage
Existing
and
Proposed
Wind,
Solar, and
Storage
nameplate
capability
in New York
State (MW)

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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DERs & The Grid of the Future

©COPYRIGHT

NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Questions?
© COPYRIGHT NYISO 2019. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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IESO Initiatives – Integration of
Distributed Energy Resources
Gabriel Adam, P.Eng.
Senior Manger, Engineering Studies , IESO

NPCC General Meeting
December 2019

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

About the IESO
DER Penetration in Ontario
Operating Challenges
Reliability Initiatives
Integration Initiatives
Innovation Initiatives
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Who We Are and What We Do
The Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO)
works at the heart of Ontario’s power system ensuring
there is enough power to keep the lights on today and
into the future.
• Operate Ontario's power system in real time
• Manage Ontario’s electricity market
• Plan for Ontario’s future energy needs
• Promote energy efficiency

• Engage our stakeholders, communities and customers
• Act as the “Smart Metering Entity” for Ontario
• Renew the electricity markets
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Ontario at a Glance
Installed Capacity
(November 2019)

37,555 MW

Record Summer Peak
(August 1, 2006)

27,005 MW

Record Winter Peak
(December 20, 2004)

24,979 MW

2018 Peak
(September 5)

23,240 MW

Grid Energy
Consumed (2018)

137.4 TWh

Transmission Lines

30,000 km

Import/ Export
Capability
Interconnections

6,230 / 5,910 MW
New York, Quebec,
Manitoba, Michigan,
Minnesota

MIDCONTINENT ISO

The IESO is the Reliability Coordinator,
Balancing Authority, Planning Coordinator
and Resource Planner for Ontario.
It also has the role of the Transmission Planner,
Transmission Operator and Transmission
Service Provider.
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Distributed Energy Resources in Ontario

•

•
•

Distributed Energy Resources (DER) growth has historically been driven by policy:
Renewable Energy Standard Offer Program, Feed-in Tariff Program, and conservation
programs
Industrial Conservation Initiative has driven behind-the-meter DER, including storage
There are about 4,000 MW of installed DER in Ontario, or about10% of Ontario’s
capacity
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Operating Challenges with DER
• Load forecasting
– Limited visibility and predictability of DERs made traditional forecasting
challenging

• Increased reliance on essential reliability services
– Sudden changes in DER output affect supply/demand balance
– Over- or under-forecasting variable generation could result in an over-use of
regulation and operating reserve
– IESO’s 2016 Operability Assessment identified the need to increase the
scheduled regulation in the future to manage variable generator resources

• Inadvertent DER loss of output
– DER are mainly inverter-based resources and behave differently than traditional
synchronous generators
– IESO’s 2019 Operability Assessment identified that, under certain operating
conditions, DER could result in a large-scale loss of output (~ 2,600 MW in 2025),
potentially becoming the most severe single contingency
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DER Reliability Initiatives
• 2011 IESO Renewable Integration Initiative
– Variable generators larger than 5 MW are required to provide telemetry and
meteorological data for centralized variable generation forecasting

• Act on the recommendations from the 2016 Operability Assessment
– Regulation needs are evaluated and procured on an annual basis
– competitive procurement conducted in 2017/2018 procured 55 MW of new
regulation

• Act on the recommendations from the 2019 Operability Assessment
– Studies to determine the operating reserve requirements as a function of system
operating conditions
– Revision of various codes and standards to ensure newly-connected DERs have
adequate voltage and frequency ride through settings
– Plan to address voltage and frequency ride through limitations for existing DER
– Clarification of Market Rules performance requirements, with a focus on DER
voltage and frequency ride-through, and frequency response
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DER Integration Initiatives
• Targeted Energy Storage Procurement (2012-2015)
– To better understand the value storage DER can provide as regulation, reactive
support and voltage control, and capacity

• Grid-LDC Interoperability Standing Committee (2017)
– To inform and engage its members on matters relating to the coordination of
IESO- and LDC-controlled resources and to continue development of the GridLDC Interoperability and Data Sharing Framework

• Energy Storage Advisory Group (2018)
– To assist the IESO in evolving policy, rules, processes and tools to better enable
the integration of storage resources within the current structure of the IESOadministered market

• Ontario Energy Board’s DER Connection Review Initiative (2019)
– To focus on the technical requirements, process and cost-related aspects of
connecting new storage and generation to distribution systems
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DER Innovation Initiatives
The 2019 IESO Innovation Roadmap sets out a multi-year work plan to
focus and coordinate IESO and sector innovation efforts, including
research and whitepapers, and demonstration projects.
• DER related innovation and sector evolution whitepaper series
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻

Transmission-Distribution Interoperability
Models for Expanded DER Participation in the Wholesale Market
Non-Wires Alternative Markets
DER Capability to Provide Bulk and Distributed Level Products & Services

• DER related innovation pilot and demonstration projects
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻

Residential Battery Integration and Rental Program Pilot
York Region Non-Wires Alternatives and Interoperability demonstration project
Energy Efficiency Auction Pilot
Power.House Residential Solar Storage Pilot
Smart Energy Community Microgrid Project

9
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2019 Regional System Plan
(RSP19)
NPCC 2019 General Meeting

Michael I. Henderson
DIRECTOR, REGIONAL PLANNING AND COORDINATION

ISO-NE PUBLIC

RSP19 Satisfies Tariff Requirements
• The ISO carries out regional planning
with the Planning Advisory Committee
(PAC) as part of an open, transparent
stakeholder process
• RSP19 reflects the results and findings of
the ongoing ISO regional planning
process
• RSP19 satisfies all tariff obligations and
reports on activities that satisfy required
planning procedures and criteria

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Key Messages: The Planning Process Works
• Markets and Planning
– Two decades of competitive markets and transmission planning and
development have significantly enhanced reliability and improved
overall market efficiency

• Transformation of the Grid
– The system is evolving to a hybrid grid with lower-emitting resources

• Stakeholder Input
– The ISO seeks and receives feedback from our stakeholders through
an open planning process with the PAC

• Meeting the Challenges
– The region is working to meet challenges related to energy security,
transmission development, and grid transformation

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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ISO New England Is Focused on Developing
Solutions to Today’s Grid Challenges
• Energy Security
– Energy-production limitations result from “just-in-time” fuel
sources and environmental compliance requirements
– Short-term measures, longer-term market improvements,
and development of infrastructure will address the issue

• Transmission Development
– Improvements are required to enhance reliability
– Processes and plans are in place to meet system needs

• Grid Transformation
– Inverter-based technologies (e.g., wind, photovoltaics,
FACTS* and HVDC*) pose physical and structural challenges
– Analysis, procedures, and technology improvements are
underway to enhance the reliable, economical, and
environmental performance of the system
* FACTS: Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Systems; HVDC: High Voltage Direct Current
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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The Energy Security Risk
• Gas pipelines serving the region operate at or near capacity,
particularly during the winter, and major expansion supplying
New England generation is unlikely
• The lack of firm fuel contracts means fuel may not be available
when needed
• Most dual-fuel generators (i.e., oil back-up) have limited on-site
fuel-storage capability, and may need additional time to switch
fuels

• Older oil and coal resources face energy-production constraints,
related to issues with fuel availability, delivery, and environmental
restrictions
• The retirement of older, uneconomic generation that can store fuel
(e.g., nuclear, coal, and oil) will increase the region’s reliance on the
remaining gas-fired generators
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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The Region Is Addressing the Energy Security Issue
Short Term

Long Term

• Operational enhancements
• Coordination and communication
among the ISO, generators, and
natural gas pipelines
• Fuel-security reliability review in
the Forward Capacity Market
• Some help provided by new
resources, including renewable
resources

• Elective transmission upgrades to
neighboring systems that provide
access to diversified resources
• Increased use of wind and solar
resources provide some relief
• Greater efficiency gains in natural
gas and electricity use
• New markets that provide
financial incentives for supply
certainty that better utilize
existing infrastructures

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Energy Efficiency and Behind-the-Meter Solar Are
Reducing Peak Demand and Annual Energy Use
Projected Annual Energy Use (GWh)
With and Without EE and PV Savings

Projected Summer Peak Demand (MW)
With and Without EE and PV Savings
Gross
Peak

33,000

Minus
PV

32,000

160,000

Gross
Load
Minus
PV

150,000

31,000
140,000

30,000
29,000

MW SAVINGS

GWh SAVINGS
130,000

28,000
120,000

27,000

Minus
PV, EE

110,000

26,000



The gross peak and load forecast

Minus
PV, EE



The gross peak and load forecast minus
existing and anticipated “behind-the-meter”
(BTM) solar PV resources



The gross peak and load forecast
minus existing and anticipated BTM
solar PV and energy efficiency

Note: Summer peak demand is based on the “90/10” forecast, which accounts for the possibility of extreme summer weather (temperatures of about 94⁰ F).
Source: ISO New England 2019-2028 Forecast Report of Capacity, Energy, Loads, and Transmission (2019 CELT Report) (April 2019)
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Resource Adequacy Is Met Through Competitive Markets
• Forward Capacity Market attracts new resources
– To date, over 5,400 MW of capacity retired
– The 12th and 13th Forward Capacity Auctions, for Capacity Commitment
Periods 2021/22 and 2022/23 respectively, procured sufficient system
resources to meet resource adequacy criteria, regionally and in importconstrained zones
– Assuming no further retirements and new resources cleared under FCM,
the region will meet resource adequacy requirements over the planning
horizon
• However, Actions During a Capacity Deficiency (OP-4) would be required,
especially during hot and humid conditions and winter cold snaps

• The most reliable and economic place for resource development
remains in southern New England near load centers
– New economic resources reduce congestion and the need for
transmission development
– Over 19,000 MW in the interconnection queue

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Environmental Issues
Renewable development anticipated to further reduce carbon emissions

• State environmental regulations likely have a greater impact on
generators in the region than national environmental requirements
• Existing and potential new environmental regulations will continue to
affect the region’s generators
– Emissions have been greatly reduced over the last decade due to the shift in
generation production, lower demand, and increasingly stringent air quality
rules
– Compliance could lead to higher operating costs, reduced capacity, or
reduced energy production
– Additional resource retirements and retrofits expected to meet compliance
requirements and to provide flexibility
– Increased use of natural-gas-fired generation is likely, and permitting for
dual-fuel capabilities can be challenging
– Relicensing conditions for hydro facilities could reduce output and flexibility

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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What Is Grid Transformation?
Growth of HVDC, FACTS, grid-connected and distributed renewable resources,
prosumers, microgrids, storage, and electrification of demand
Fewer conventional generation resources

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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High Solar Power Output on April 21, 2018
More solar reduces midday demand, increases ramp rates, and causes the net
peak load to occur later in the day
13,000

Megawatts

12,000

Solar Power
11,000

10,000
Demand falls below
overnight hours
9,000

Estimated Electricity Needs
Served by Distributed Solar Power

Estimated Demand
Without Solar Power
ISO-NE PUBLIC

Electricity Demand
Seen in Real Time
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Grid Transformation Issues and Actions Required
Issues being identified and studied; participation with DOE, IEEE, EPRI, and PSERC is vital

System Needs

Actions Underway

•

Observability, controllability, and
system protection

•

Improve forecasting techniques and
system modeling

•

Regulation, ramping, and reserves

•

•

Add and tune control systems for
inverter technologies

Operational enhancements

•

•

Coordination and communication
among the ISO, transmission
owners, distribution owners, and
prosumers

Apply phasor measurement units and
adaptive protection techniques

•

Cluster interconnection studies

•

Transmission system upgrades

•

Application of smart inverters

•

New interconnection standards and
wholesale market rules

•

Facilitate use of storage, prosumer
participation, and system flexibility

•

Interconnection and testing
standards

•

Price formation

•

Industry structure changes and rate
reform

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Transmission Projects to Maintain Reliability
Have Progressed throughout New England
Major Projects Since RSP17
Completed or nearing completion

•

Maine Power Reliability Program

•

New Hampshire/Vermont 2020 Upgrades

•

Connecticut River Valley Upgrades in Vermont

•

Greater Hartford Central Connecticut 2022 Upgrades

•

Southwest Connecticut 2022 Upgrades

•

Pittsfield and Greenfield 2022 Upgrades

•

Two dynamic voltage compensators

Improvements identified
•

Southeast Massachusetts/Rhode Island

•

Greater Boston
Source: RSP Transmission Project List, June 2019; RSP Transmission Project List also includes 115 kV projects
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Key Transmission Planning Study Areas in
New England

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Changes in Long-Term Transmission Planning
Process, Criteria, and Assumptions
Process
• Material changes are being made to the ISO’s planning process to
account for FERC Order 1000 with the first competitive solicitation
expected for the Boston area

• Compliance with NERC and NPCC requirements
• Revisions to the Transmission Planning Process Guide
Criteria and Assumptions

• Planning Procedure No. 3, Reliability Standards for the New England
Area Pool Transmission Facilities, reflects the evolution of the NERC
transmission planning standards
• Probabilistic planning was incorporated for selecting generator
dispatch in studies
• Updates to the Transmission Planning Technical Guide
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Meeting Future Transmission System Needs
• RSP19 discusses approximately $1.3B of new reliability-based
transmission upgrades
– Many of these are in siting or under construction

• The need for reliability-based transmission upgrades is changing
– Reduced need for additional reliability-based transmission to meet peak
demand periods
– Generator retirements and studies reviewing system performance, which
account for the integration of inverter-based technologies and improved
load modeling, may drive the need for additional reliability-based
transmission upgrades

• Market efficiency transmission upgrades are not required at this time

• The process for “Planning for Public Policy” under Order 1000 will
be reinitiated in 2020
ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Planning Activities Are Closely Coordinated
with Neighboring Systems
• ISO-NE, NYISO, and PJM successfully implemented the
Northeastern ISO/RTO Planning Protocol

• ISO-NE participates with NPCC, NERC, and the Eastern
Interconnection Planning Collaborative (EIPC)
• New elective transmission upgrades that would form new ties
between New England and Canada or New York are in various
stages of study and development
• ISO-NE coordinates activities with the US Department of
Energy and ISO/RTO Council

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Summary: Meeting Regional Challenges
• Energy security remains a key issue. The region continues making
progress to address reliability concerns.
• Grid transformation is underway. The region has experienced
significant development of renewable resources and shows
significant potential development of additional inverter-based
technologies. Preparations are underway.
• Transmission projects provide reliability, resiliency, market
efficiency, and environmental benefits, and additional projects are
progressing throughout the region.
• Interregional planning is increasingly important, and new ties are
in various stages of study and development.

ISO-NE PUBLIC
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Special Thanks To:

The Planning Advisory Committee
and all stakeholders involved in the
development of the
2019 Regional System Plan
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December 4, 2019
Montreal, Quebec

Natural Gas Update
The Northeast P ow er Coordinating Council
General M eeting

Stephen Leahy
Northeast Gas Association
1.

About NGA



Non-profit trade association
Local gas utilities (LDCs) serving New
England, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania



Several interstate pipeline companies



LNG & CNG suppliers





~ 400 “associate member” companies,
from industry suppliers and
contractors to electric grid operators
www.northeastgas.org
2.

NGA’S ANTITRUST COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES
Adopted by the NGA Board of Directors on June 20, 2018
Objective
The Northeast Gas Association (NGA) and its member companies are committed to full compliance with all
laws and regulations, and to maintaining the highest ethical standards in the way we conduct our operations
and activities. Our commitment includes strict compliance with federal and state antitrust laws, which are
designed to protect this country’s free competitive economy.

Responsibility for Antitrust Compliance
Compliance with the antitrust laws is a serious business. Antitrust violations may result in heavy fines for
corporations, and in fines and even imprisonment for individuals. While NGA’s attorneys provide guidance
on antitrust matters, you bear the ultimate responsibility for assuring that your actions and the actions of
any of those under your direction comply with the antitrust laws.

Antitrust Guidelines
In all NGA operations and activities, you must avoid any discussions or conduct that might violate the
antitrust laws or even raise an appearance of impropriety. The following guidelines will help you do that:
• Do consult counsel about any documents that touch on sensitive antitrust subjects such as pricing,
market allocations, anti-employee poaching practices, refusals to deal with any company, and the
like.

Continued on NGA web site…
https://www.northeastgas.org/compliance_docs.php
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Topics



Winter Outlook



Natural Gas Market Update



Infrastructure Developments in Last
Year

4.

Winter Outlook
 Storage levels in good position
 U.S. gas production higher again
this year – another new annual
output record
 LNG imports to region significant for
winter peak market; CNG also
providing volumes at particular
constrained points
 Commodity price stable throughout
the year – but local constraints
(such as in the Northeast) can lead
to short-term volatility
 Enbridge system review underway

5.

Storage Position; Regional
Price Hub Variations

•

Storage rebounded well
throughout 2019 nationally

•

At 5-year average level as of
late November

Source: U.S. EIA

•

New England market hub
(Algonquin citygate) shown in
upper right corner in yellow

•

Projected by EIA to be again the
highest market price area in U.S.

Source: U.S. EIA, 11-22-19
6.

Natural Gas Market Update

7.

PNGTS
Maritimes &
Northeast

TransCanada

Iroquois
National Fuel
& Empire

Millennium
Dominion

Columbia
Williams /
Transco

Kinder
Morgan /
Tennessee

Enbridge /
Texas Eastern /
Algonquin

Interstate
Pipelines Serving
NGA Region
Copyright: Northeast Gas Association
Prepared by: Coler & Colantonio, Inc.
February 2012
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Northeast U.S. Natural Gas
Service Areas
Gas Customers:
13.5 million
% of Home Heating: 59%
% of Electricity:
>40%

8.

Source: U.S. EIA, 3-12-19

EIA Outlook: Northeast Gas
Production Remains Robust

U.S. natural gas production achieved record annual output in 2018, 11% over
2017 level. Looking ahead to long-term forecast, U.S. EIA, March 12, 2019:
“Total U.S. dry natural gas production… is driven by continued development of the
Marcellus and Utica shale plays in the East region… Dry shale natural gas
production in the East accounts for over half of this growth as production more than
doubles during the projection period from 24 Bcf/d in 2017 to 50 Bcf/d in 2050 in the
Reference case.”

10.

Customer Growth Continues
in Residential Sector

Northeast Homes, Fuel Type %
Natural Gas:
Heating Oil:
Electricity:

59%
21%
16%

Since 2012, natural gas has added over 1 million new
household customers in the Northeast states.

11.

11.

Increasing Peak Day
Demand

•

•

Most LDCs in Northeast set
multiple sendout records in first
week of Jan. 2018.
New England natural gas utilities
collectively set 3 new sendout
records that week – with new alltime peak set on 1-6-18, at close
to 4.4 Bcf.

“Supply and demand increasingly
out of balance
– ~50% peak growth in last 10 years
– Last new supply added in 2013
– Use of delivered services rising”
Source: Con Edison, 4-25-19, at NGA Forum
12.

Moratoria Enacted by
Several Gas Utilities in MA
There are currently 5 natural gas utilities in MA that have
implemented restrictions on new gas service interconnections,
due to limitations on pipeline supply availability in-state.
Communities impacted:
Amherst
Deerfield
Easthampton
Greenfield
Hadley
Hatfield
Holyoke
Middleborough
Montague
Northampton
Sunderland
Wakefield
Whately

.
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Current Limitations in
Downstate NY, Future Options
Con Edison
Moratorium on new services in parts of
Westchester County, announced March 2019.
Utility announced plans with TGP and IGT this
spring for future development (proposed to be in
place in 2023), as well as non-pipe options.

National Grid

Map: U.S. EIA, May 2019

Utility announced in May 2019 that it “has
stopped processing all applications for new or
expanded gas service in Brooklyn, Queens and
on Long Island.”
FERC had approved Transco’s “NESE Project” to
supply National Grid on May 3. On May 15, NYS
DEC denied water quality certificate for project.
On Nov. 25, Utility announced agreement with
State of NY to lift moratorium and look at range
of future supply options. Long-term plan to be in
.
place in Fall 2021.

14.
16.

New Approaches:
Con Ed’s “Smart Solutions”;
National Grid’s “Future of Heat”
Con Edison: 2018 / 2019
“Smart Solutions”

National Grid: April 2019
“Delivering the Future of Heat”
A green gas tariff that will give downstate
customers the choice to supplement their natural
gas usage with RNG
A power-to-gas pilot project that would produce
RNG to help demonstrate the technical and
economic potential of converting excess renewable
electricity to hydrogen through electrolysis of water.
A hydrogen blending study to assess how much
hydrogen can safely be blended into the existing
system.
A program to facilitate RNG interconnections
by lowering the cost to connect RNG facilities to our
network.
An enhanced gas demand-response program
that will give customers the choice to modify their
gas consumption in response to price signals.
An expanded geothermal pilot to test out a utilityownership business model and its ability to
complement gas network operations.

Image: Con Edison, 4-19
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Some Recent Additions to Gas
Generation Capacity
Footprint Power
Salem Harbor
Salem, MA
674 MWs
Online June 2018

CPV Valley Energy Center
Wawayanda, NY
680 MWs
Online Fall 2018

CPV Towantic Energy Center
Oxford, CT
805 MWs
Online June 2018

PSEG Power
Bridgeport Harbor Station 5
Bridgeport, CT
485 MWs
Online June 2019
16.

Enbridge System Integrity
Review Currently Underway
Ongoing Pipe Inspection for System Integrity, with Reduced Pressures
Following incident on system in Kentucky in August, Enbridge is conducting
an Integrity Management Program investigation on several pipelines on its
system, including Texas Eastern and Algonquin which serve the Northeast.
Actual cause of KY pipeline failure has not been determined. Assessing pipe
systems manufactured by particular manufacturer, on issues such as “long
seam weld fusions and hard spots.”
Enbridge has implemented “early winter pressure restrictions” during this
review process.
FERC Summary, 10-19
"Algonquin Gas Transmission and Texas Eastern Transmission have
announced capacity reductions to accommodate pipeline safety and integrity
testing. The restrictions vary by both location and magnitude; however, the
publicly available schedules posted by the companies suggest most
restrictions should end by December. Staff will continue to monitor the
timelines and any potential impacts on natural gas and electric markets."

.
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Infrastructure Developments

18.

Projects Recently Completed /
Entered Service in 2019



Millennium: “Eastern System Upgrade”



Williams (Transco): “Rivervale South to North”



PNGTS: “Portland XPress” [phase 2]



PNGTS: “Westbrook” [phase 1]



Enbridge: “Lambertville East”

19.

Projects Delayed by State
Review Process


National Fuel Gas: “Northern Access”



Williams (Transco): “Northeast Supply Enhancement”



Williams/Cabot: “Constitution”



Iroquois, “Wright Interconnect”



AGL, NJ utilities, Enbridge: “PennEast”

20.

Questions?

30.
21.

2020 NPCC General Meeting

Wednesday December 2, 2020

